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Introduction 
Despite of the central role the Internet plays in cyberspace-related matters, it was 
only when Edward Snowden brought light to American-led digital espionage programs 
that Internet governance and cybersecurity agendas definitely converged.
4
 Prior to that, 
the institutional development of Internet governance has been scarcely dealt with by 
Security Studies (YANNAKOGEORGOS, 2012). In a similar fashion, the political and 
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Cybersecurity has become a prolific subfield of international relations in the past few years. The 
growing interest of academics, the press, the military, and other actors reflects the ongoing 
securitization of cyberspace. Despite the current debate on the field - marked by the lack of clear 
definitions, conceptual frameworks, etc. -, cybersecurity has become a major concern in many 
countries. While different threats like cybercrime, and have been equally treated by many governments, 
the securitization of cyberspace has been grounded to the notion that States must face them 
systematically. 
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strategic aspects of power struggles within the international system have been greatly 
disregarded, and sometimes expressly avoided, as topics worth studying within the 
scholarship on Internet governance (MUELLER, 2010). 
On the one hand, this scenario results from the lack of appropriate treatment of 
technical, conceptual and structural aspects of cyberspace in Security Studies 
(CANABARRO; BORNE, 2013; CEPIK; CANABARRO; BORNE, 2013). On the 
other hand, the largest part of the production on Internet governance in the last two 
decades is either normative in nature - proposing that Internet governance skew power 
politics - or - when analytical - concerned with technical aspects related to the 
technology itself and to the societal outcomes produced by its popularization. The 
evaluation of the latter for international relations has only recently gotten more space in 
the agenda (ERIKSSON; GIACOMELLO, 2007; KARATZOGIANNI, 2009; 
DEIBERT ET AL, 2012; DEIBERT, 2013; DENARDIS, 2014; RAYMOND AND 
DENARDIS, 2015). 
In this context, many countries have shown great concern regarding the future of 
cyberspace governance.  Specifically in relation to Internet governance, the Snowden 
Affairs increased the entropy within the broader Internet ecosystem and reignited 
political tensions that revolve around US prominence within the narrower arena of 
critical Internet resources. 
After summarizing the concerns arisen from Snowden's leaks and their general 
impacts over the Internet governance ecosystem, this paper tracks the policy actions 
undertaken by Brazil in the issue-area of Internet governance both before and after 
Snowden. It details the Brazilian domestic and international approaches to Internet 
governance focusing on landmark documents and events, and frames the Brazilian 
efforts within the larger picture of the politics surrounding global Internet governance. 
In conclusion, the paper demonstrates how Brazil seized the Snowden Affair as an 
opportunity to promote its broader political agenda internationally, fostering a more 
democratic and pluralistic Internet governance worldwide. Additionally, the paper 
reflects upon the meanings and implications of the changes introduced by the 
reformation of the Internet governance ecosystem envisioned for the post-2014.  
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Responses to the Snowden Affairs: Internet Governance meets Cyber Security  
Since its beginning in the early 1960s Internet has been considered some sort of 
unlawful environment. John Perry Barlow’s famous A Declaration of the Independence 
of Cyberspace (1996) marked the epitome of this idea: “you have no sovereignty where 
we gather”, says the manifest. Internet development has therefore been strongly 
influenced by libertarian thinking and the debate over its governance has been marked 
by the "more State vs. less State" dichotomy. In this sense, a significant portion of the 
libertarian community has opposed shifts towards stronger State regulation over 
cyberspace, for the potential loss of individual freedoms that might result from intrusive 
norms and State control (WINNER, 1997). Nonetheless, States have been gradually 
more interested on the regulation of Internet assets and usage worldwide. On the one 
hand, their growing interest might be attributed to the securitization of cyberspace and 
the challenges arising from that process. On the other hand, their interest may also be 
attributed to the ever-growing need and dependence they and their respective societies 
face in regard to these resources.  Whatever the reason, Internet governance has become 
an important arena for both national and international policymaking. 
 
Internet Governance as a Regime Complex: Challenges for IR Scholarship and 
Practice 
Despite its importance, there is no consensual definition for Internet governance. 
In general terms, it refers both to the governance of Internet itself and to the governance 
of everything that surrounds it (KURBALIJA; GELBSTEIN, 2005; WILSON III, 2008; 
DENARDIS; RAYMOND, 2013). However, this general definition is often 
questionable. The dispute is usually marked by political tension and different actors 
tend to adopt different definitions according to their own needs. Nonetheless it is 
possible to set at least two different views. 
A narrow definition - often referred to as Internet microcosm 
(KLEINWÄCHTER, 2015) - comprises the management of critical resources for 
Internet functioning as a unified global space: the centralized management of the DNS 
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root system; the distributed allocation and management of addressing resources (IP 
numbers and domain names); and the curation of protocol parameters, which label and 
organize a unified database shared by the technical communities involved with the 
development and operation of the network. Under the contractual supervision of the 
National Telecommunications Infrastructure Agency of the Department of Commerce 
(NTIA/DoC) the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) 
manages the network root by performing the so-called IANA functions: the 
administration of the central registries for protocol parameters, IP addresses and the 
Domain Name System (DNS). Together, these are known as Critical Internet Resources 
(MUELLER, 2002; DENARDIS, 2009; MUELLER, 2012; COLEMAN, 2013). These 
central registries are a central inventory that guarantees the uniform development and 
operation of the network as a unified space. Besides that, ICANN also serves as a 
policy-forum for critical resources related issues.  
The stewardship position of the NTIA/DoC in relation to the IANA functions 
has always been perceived by many Internet stakeholders as unfair and dangerous for 
the Internet, for it concentrated excessive power in the hands of a single country. In 
sum, the US government has a theoretical final say over which networks would be 
"visible" in the authoritative files that organize Internet flows across the globe. 
Nonetheless, Internet governance might also be seen as a much wider concept 
than the solely management of the root. In a broader sense - also referred to as Internet 
macrocosm -, it refers to an infinite number of elements within a complex ecosystem 
that result from the spread of Internet technologies in contemporary societies and the 
circular relation between technological and societal variables, e.g.: privacy concerns, 
telecommunications regulation; freedom of speech; civil and criminal liability of users; 
intellectual property and other types of rights enforcement; access and capacity-
building; etc. (DENARDIS, 2013; POST, 2009). 
Together, these elements are closely related to a distributed governance 
ecosystem, also called a "regime complex" (ORSINI et al., 2013). According to this 
concept there is not a single, unified Internet governance regime, but a myriad of issue-
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specific regimes, with overlapping memberships and policy agendas, which entail 
"problematic interactions" – and even competition between individual regimes.   
Therefore, while the root is centrally subject to a single jurisdiction and the 
infrastructure layer is closely related to traditional regimes developed within the realm 
of telecommunications during the 20
th
 century, the network layer (protocols and 
addressing resources) and the service and application layers are structured around 
components run by technical and private entities located in different jurisdictions across 
the planet: task forces that formulate Internet protocols and standards, the Regional 
Internet Registries that operate IP address allocation, companies that operate in the 
domain name market, content and applications providers, backbone operators, etc. All 
these entities are able to determine policies applicable to their clients through 
contractual relations, terms of use, etc., and according to this broader view should be 
considered active parts of Internet governance as well (DENARDIS, 2010). The key 
issue for International Relations scholarship in the 21
st
 Century is to provide analytical 
guidance and policy tools that help practitioners to tackle that complexity.   
Multistakeholderism has been enshrined as the institutional model for Internet 
governance in strike opposition to the longstanding notion of multilateralism in 
International Relations. While multilateralism has been traditionally identified with 
intergovernmental arrangements to manage collective action in the international realm 
(RUGGIE, 1992), Internet has been developed following the liberal idea of reducing the 
role of intergovernmental institutions (DENARDIS, 2010). According to this view, 
technical and academic institutions, private corporations, and random ad hoc 
transnational networks of stakeholders are more capable of coping with the challenges 
posed by Internet governance than governments alone, as they tend to be subject to 
power politics, lengthy IO governance processes, political corruption, etc. (MUELLER, 
2010).  
Following the work of Ruggie (1992) on multilateralism, Mark Raymond and 
Laura Denardis (2015) differentiate multistakeholderism from the latter according to the 
class of actors (stakeholders) comprised in each modality and the nature of authority 
relations observable among them. According to the authors, classic multilateralism 
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involves only one class of actors (states) while multistakeholderism involves two or 
more classes (states, firms, international organizations, NGOs). According to the 
authors, it is not the variety of classes that matters the most within each model, but the 
nature of authority relations observable among stakeholders. While multilateralism is 
built upon the notion of formal sovereign equality, "instances of multistakeholder 
governance are far less uniform and consistent […], in large part due to significant 
variation in the nature of authority relations among actors" (RAYMOND; DENARDIS, 
2015, p.9). Thus, the authors contend that the buzzword multistakeholderism should be 
understood as "an inchoate global institution" at least for now. Therefore, a fundamental 
question in the study of Internet governance deals with the fundamentals of politics: 
“who gets what, how, and when” (LASSWELL, 1936) in every modality of 
multistakeholder governance. Further empirical research is needed to determine which 
institutional format is better suited to yield collaboration and cooperation in such a 
large-scale collective action arena, as well as to reveal the sources and variable levels of 
political authority within specific institutional sets. 
 
The Snowden Revelations and Contestation Within the Internet Governance 
Ecosystem 
In June 9, 2013, the computer analyst Edward Snowden revealed himself in a 
video interview as the source of the NSA revelations published that week in the 
Guardian and Washington Post. The leak exposed a number of mass-surveillance 
programs undertaken by NSA and allied nations that would soon be known as the 
"Snowden Files" (THE GUARDIAN, 2013). The Files revealed the agencies capacity 
(either through law enforcement or through collaboration with private business) of 
accessing information stored in major US technology companies; mass-intercepting data 
from fiber-optic cables which make up the backbone of global phone and Internet 
networks; employing social engineering and hacking techniques against hardware and 
software to gain unauthorized access to third-party ICT systems; etc. In sum, the 
Snowden Files revealed a complex surveillance framework in service of the national 
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interest of the US and a small group of allies that explored the whole distributed 
structure of cyberspace.
5
 
Snowden’s revelations not only brought light to the NSA programs, but also 
demonstrated that the US-centered Internet governance might be in check together with 
the "multistakeholder model" that has been grounding Internet’s global regulation since 
the 1990s. Right after the leak a major shift in the Internet governance ecosystem was 
expected to happen. The reports of US spying caused a major uproar among the group 
of countries in favor of updating the current order.  
The group is mainly composed by the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and 
South Africa) and some European and Middle Eastern nations that regard the Internet 
and the current institutional framework for its governance (centered in the notion of a 
private sector-led multistakeholderism) as an instrument of power wielded by Western 
States. Accordingly, such institutional framework is unable to represent the interests of 
developing nations alike and thus needs to be reviewed in order to encompass the ever-
growing Internet usage and dependence they face.  
Even though it is possible to identify discrepancies among the larger reformist 
group - whose positions vary according to different degrees of radicalism, ranging from 
"radical" (Iran, Cuba, China, Syria, Egypt, Russia) to "moderate" (Brazil, India, Mexico 
and South Africa and others) -, the US and its allies remained for most part of the last 
decade categorically opposed to such reforms. Since the Snowden Files surfaced the 
"Five Eyes" - a group composed by the US, the UK, Australia, Canada and New 
Zealand (FARREL, 2013) - have been nobbling international efforts to curb Internet 
surveillance. 
In November 2014, the group managed to remove language classifying metadata 
collection as "highly intrusive" from a UN Third Committee resolution addressing 
digital espionage. The document was drafted by Brazil and Germany and called on 
governments to honor international obligations to respect individuals’ right to privacy 
when requiring private companies or third parties to disclose personal data. Despite 
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most countries
6
 evident concern at digital spying and said unlawful or arbitrary mass 
surveillance, interception and collection of online data, the document was softened in 
order to address the Five Eyes’ invoked need for effective intelligence gathering to 
combat terrorism. The group also called for broader participation in the discussions. 
According to a Canadian representative quoted by Reuters, "if our muddled discussions 
on metadata are any indication, these conversations cannot take place between 
diplomats alone. They require the collective expertise of all stakeholders: governments, 
industry, civil society and the technical community" (NICHOLS, 2014). 
In fact, the Five Eyes have been sticking to the notion of multistakeholderism for 
the past decade, but the aftermath of Snowden’s revelations has highlighted their 
position even more. The year 2014 held a great number of conferences about the 
management of core Internet resources and the development of common rules to govern 
more general aspects of global net communication, and the US and its allies have 
stressed their positions in every opportunity, despite the growing opposition to their role 
in global Internet governance.  
Brazil has become an exponent voice within the larger moderate reformist 
group, promoting its national model of Internet governance to different countries and 
advancing its principles in different fora. In the last year, the country was able to 
directly oppose to some taken-for-granted assumptions within the Internet governance 
community, sometimes even facing longstanding US and Five Eyes postulates. The 
following sections delve into the Brazilian response to the Snowden Affairs, revealing 
its practical foundations. 
 
The Foundations of the Brazilian Response to the Snowden Affairs 
Out of all reactions to the Snowden Affairs, the Brazilian was one of the most 
intense. The reports of US spying caused a great buzz in Brazil. While broader debates 
over Internet infrastructure and legislation had been happening in the country since the 
early 2000s, the leaks somehow catalyzed the process, bringing cybersecurity and 
                                                 
6
 The text was later approved by consensus by the 193-member committee as a follow-up to a similar text 
adopted in 2013 (VALLONE, 2014). 
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Internet governance closer. NSA targets in the country included the personal e-mail 
account of President Dilma Rousseff and internal computer networks of oil-giant 
Petrobras (WATTS, 2013). Government’s immediate response to the leak was the 
cancellation of a Presidential visit to Washington scheduled for October (REUTERS, 
2013). Following the cancellation, President Rousseff used her opening speech at the 
2013 UN General Assembly to publicly condemn the NSA espionage (BRAZIL, 2013). 
According to President Rousseff, NSA activities shaped "a situation of grave 
violation of human rights and of civil liberties; of invasion and capture of confidential 
information concerning corporate activities, and especially of disrespect to national 
sovereignty." Mrs. Rousseff also reiterated Brazil's longstanding concerns about the 
asymmetrical development of the Information Society. She criticized the current 
privileged US position in cyberspace - indirectly referring to the country's prominent 
role in the historical development of the network and the construction of its governance 
ecosystem centered at ICANN.  
Mrs. Rousseff also stressed that Brazil would "redouble its efforts to adopt 
legislation, technologies and mechanisms to protect [the country] from the illegal 
interception of communications and data." In this sense, the Brazilian answer to the leak 
also fostered a series of domestic changes over the national cyberspace, including the 
build of new Internet exchange points (IXPs),
7
 the launch of a state-owned e-mail 
service (SOLON, 2013), and the build of a new underwater cable to Europe (WATSON, 
2013; ESTES, 2014).  While many of these measures actually aimed at enhancing 
Brazil's independence in the field of international interconnectivity and fostering 
Science and Technology policies in the country, the President also announced her 
commitment for the democratization of Internet governance by advancing the topic in 
the international agenda. 
Her first measure on that matter was the announcement of the Brazilian intention 
to foster debates on changes necessary to achieve a more pluralistic and democratic 
Internet governance. According to the Brazilian view, Internet governance should be 
based on a set of fundamental principles such as the protection and promotion of human 
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 For a general overview of the situation of those IXPs in the country, check <www.ptt.br>. 
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rights, freedom of expression and privacy. Network neutrality should become a general 
rule for data flows on the Internet to curb any discrimination, limitation or blockage of 
Internet use based on political, commercial, cultural or any other purposes other than 
technical criteria. Mrs. Rousseff's propositions to the UN General Assembly mirror the 
institutional development of Internet governance in Brazil and it is fair to say that the 
Brazilian President seized the opportunity to promote it in the international level. 
Internet governance in Brazil has been mounted over three pillars. The first pillar 
is the Brazilian Internet Steering Committee: a pluralistic assembly of Internet 
stakeholders (government, business, non-profit and non-commercial entities, academics 
and technicians) responsible for coordinating and integrating all Internet service 
initiatives in Brazil, as well as promoting technical quality, innovation and the 
dissemination of available services.
8
 The second pillar is normative in character: a 
Decalogue of Principles that informs the practices of the Steering Committee and all 
stakeholders in relation to the technical and political aspects of Internet governance in 
the country (CGI.BR, 2009). The third pillar is popularly known as "Marco Civil", a 
Bill of Internet Rights applicable in the country, crafted over a long-term process of 
public drafting and very intense political participation from all sectors of society in 
Brazil (CGI.BR, 2014). 
The Internet Steering Committee in Brazil (CGI.br) was created in 1995 by the 
Ministry of Science and Technology and the Ministry of Communications to serve as a 
multistakeholder advisory board for Internet-related matters in Brazil.
9
 Until 2002, 
CGI.br was formed by representatives appointed by the Federal Government, which 
held the majority of the chairs. President Lula da Silva - Rousseff's predecessor - 
reformed the Committee in 2003 and increased its level of civil society's participation. 
CGI.br is currently composed of 21 representatives (9 from governmental agencies; 12 
from the Brazilian society at-large).
10
 The seats are taken by 8 representatives of the 
Federal Government; 1 representative of state-level governments; 4 representatives of 
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Presidential Decree 4,829 of September 3rd, 2003.  
9
 Interministerial Ordinance 147 of May 31st, 1995. 
10
More information available at: <http://cgi.br/membros/> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
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the business sector (ICT goods and service providers; content and access providers; 
telecom infrastructure providers; business users); 4 representatives of non-profit and 
non-commercial entities; 3 representatives of technical and academic communities; and 
1 Internet highly renowned expert. Other than government representatives are elected 
for three-year terms by the communities they represent in an open and transparent 
process. 
CGI.br is a consensus-driven forum established by a Presidential Decree and 
funded by the revenues collected by NIC.br, the private non-profit organization behind 
<.br> in the domain name system.
11
 The Committee is in charge of: (a) proposing 
policies and procedures regarding the regulation of Internet activities; (b) 
recommending standards for technical and operational procedures for Internet in Brazil; 
(c) establishing strategic directives related to the use and development of Internet in 
Brazil; (d) promoting studies and technical standards for network and service security in 
the country; (e) coordinating the allocation of Internet addresses (IPs) and registrations 
in the <.br> domain; and (f) collecting, organizing and disseminating information on 
Internet services, including indicators and statistics. Resolutions adopted by the 
Committee on these matters do not have a binding character. However, because the 
Committee congregates a pluralistic set of representatives, the resolutions are highly 
valued as the authoritative path to follow in the integration and harmonization of 
Internet service initiatives in Brazil (LEMOS et al, 2015). 
In 2009, after two years of fiercely deliberations, CGI.br adopted Resolution 
CGI.br/RES/2009/003/P, which introduced a list of ten principles to be followed in the 
governance and use of Internet in Brazil. The list - popularly known as "The 
Decalogue" - represents a commitment surrounding the following values: (1) freedom, 
privacy and human rights; (2) democratic and collaborative governance; (3) 
universality; (4) diversity; (5) innovation; (6) network neutrality; (7) non-liability of 
network intermediaries for actions performed by end-users; (8) functionality, security 
and stability; (9) standardization and interoperability; (10) proper legal and regulatory 
environments (CGI.BR, 2009). 
                                                 
11
 More information available at: <http://nic.br> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
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The Decalogue inspired the elaboration of a Bill of Internet Rights in Brazil 
(Marco Civil). Marco Civil was a response to the growing trend of punishing conducts 
taken by Internet users and Internet intermediaries. For instance, in 2007 a Brazilian 
celebrity had a sex tape leaked on YouTube. Following the leak, a Brazilian Court 
ordered YouTube to shut down its on line video streaming platform. The 
disproportional measure rendered YouTube unavailable for all Internet users in the 
country - most of them with no relation whatsoever to the case. Several Bills of Law 
popped up in the Congress, aiming at regulating content and defining civil and criminal 
liabilities of all those involved with Internet in the country. In general, the Bills 
reproduced the action of the Brazilian Court: lacking solid technical foundations, they 
generally mistargeted the true authors of unlawful online activities, imposed 
unreasonable duties over network intermediaries, and did not strike the proper balance 
between costs and benefits of judicial orders (LEMOS et al, 2015). 
A first draft for Marco Civil was crowdsourced in an open online platform, as 
well as on face-to-face open audiences organized by the Ministry of Justice, CGI.br and 
the School of Law at the Getúlio Vargas Foundation (FGV) from 2009 to 2011.
12
 The 
idea of having a "Bill of Internet Rights" departed from the assumption that there can be 
no punishment unless there is a clear definition of what are the fundamental rights and 
duties of individuals and corporations vis-a-vis the Internet. 
In 2011, the draft was sent to the Congress, where it was fiercely debated with 
an overwhelming public participation until 2014. The Bill became Law (Federal Law 
12.965/2014) in April 2014.
13
 President Dilma symbolically signed the final text 
adopted in the Congress during the opening ceremony of the Global Multi-Stakeholder 
Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance (NETmundial) to which we turn below, 
the most concrete result arising from her speech at the UN General Assembly six 
months before. 
                                                 
12 
More information available at: <http://culturadigital.br/marcocivil> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
13
The Law is available at: 
<http://www.camara.gov.br/proposicoesWeb/fichadetramitacao?idProposicao=517255> (accessed 
January 20, 2015). 
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In sum, Law 12.965 reiterates the content of CGI.br's Decalogue of Principles. It 
lists the fundamental rights and duties of Internet users, as well as access and service 
providers that operate in Brazil. Freedom of expression and the protection of privacy 
became the major tenets for Internet governance in the country. The access by third 
parties (including governmental agencies) to personal data and metadata for any 
purpose is only allowed after they are duly considered by a state or federal judge, 
following due process rules established by Brazilian Constitution. The same applies to 
content take-down (except in cases of unauthorized display of nude/sex scenes in which 
there is enough evidence of the victim's identity). The Law expressly forbids the 
liability of access providers by actions undertaken by their clients. Application 
providers can be held liable for unlawful acts only if they fail to follow a Court order - 
and to the extent of the damages, they cause for their inertia. In operational terms, the 
network neutrality principle was fully embraced by Brazil. With some technical 
exceptions related to Internet security and stability, for instance, it is now illegal to 
discriminate in packet transmission and routing within the core of the network based on 
content, the origin and destination of data flows, as well as the services, terminals and 
applications employed.  
Not only Marco Civil, but also the overall Internet governance framework in 
Brazil are considered models for Internet governance: they have been carefully debated 
in specialized fora; they have been thoroughly studied by renowned scholars; and, more 
importantly, and they have been adapted to the contexts of countries as diverse as Italy 
and the Philippines.
14
 
 
The NETmundial Meeting and the Future of Internet Governance 
Soon after President Dilma delivered her speech at the UN General Assembly, a 
group of technical organizations in charge of coordinating the Internet technical 
                                                 
14
More information available at: 
<http://camera.civi.ci/discussion/proposals/partecipa_alla_consultazione_pubblica_bill_of_rights>, and 
at: <http://democracy.net.ph/full-text/>  (accessed January 20, 2015). 
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infrastructure in the global level (known as the I* Organizations) issued a public 
statement in Montevideo on "the Future of Internet Cooperation."
15
 
In the statement, the leaders of these organizations "reinforced the importance of 
globally coherent Internet operations, and warned against Internet fragmentation at a 
national level." They also "expressed strong concern over the undermining of the trust 
and confidence of Internet users globally due to recent revelations of pervasive 
monitoring and surveillance." The leaders "called for accelerating the globalization of 
ICANN and IANA functions, towards an environment in which all stakeholders, 
including all governments, participate on an equal footing" and "agreed to catalyze 
community-wide efforts towards the evolution of global multi-stakeholder Internet 
cooperation." 
In the same week, one of these leaders, Mr. Fadi Chehadé - CEO of ICANN - 
met President Rousseff in Brasilia.
16
 He conveyed the message that the I* organizations 
recognized the country's leadership role in putting Internet governance high in the 
international agenda. They both agreed to convene a global meeting to discuss the 
reformation of Internet governance worldwide based on the principles she raised in her 
speech (RT, 2013). Immediately, Mrs. Rousseff commissioned the Minister of 
Communications (Mr. Paulo Bernardo da Silva), the Federal Secretary for ICT Policies 
(Mr. Virgílio Almeida, who in the occasion held the Chair of CGI.br), one of the 
Special Advisors to the President's Cabinet (Mr. Valdir Simão) and the Executive 
Secretary of CGI.br (Mr. Hartmut Glaser) to be in charge of the organization of the 
event on behalf of the government. Soon after, the Ministry of Foreign Relations of 
Brazil appointed Ambassador Benedicto da Fonseca to join the group.
17
 
A very intense debate on the format and the agenda of the event ensued. The 
Brazilian organizing committee was sided by an "international dialogue" broader in 
scope than the I* group, known as 1Net. 1Net served as a coordination and cooperation 
                                                 
15
Available at: <https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2013-10-07-en> (accessed January 20, 
2015). 
16
An interview with Mr. Fadi Chehadé is available at: 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJmFAMJNx94> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
17
The official announcement is available at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6B64WIeY9k> 
(accessed January 20, 2015). 
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online platform for all stakeholders (government, business, academia, technical 
communities and individual users) involved in discussions related to "the future of 
Internet governance."
18
 Brazil and CGI.br kept open conversation with different groups 
of stakeholders to take a decision on the matter in a bottom-up and participatory 
manner, and 1Net served as a focal point for those conversations. As a result, CGI.br 
and 1Net became the effective organizers of the Global Multi-Stakeholder Meeting on 
the Future of Internet Governance (NETmundial).
19
 
NETmundial took place between April 23rd and 24th 2014, in São Paulo. It had 
two major topics in its agenda: principles for Internet governance and the evolution of 
the governance ecosystem, which clearly reflects President Rousseff's speech combined 
with the I* Montevideo Statement. The event was run by four different organizing 
committees, all of them composed by representatives from relevant stakeholders 
selected by their respective communities. The High Level Multi-stakeholder Committee 
was in charge of raising international awareness and support for the meeting; the 
Executive Multi-stakeholder Committee was in charge of practical aspects of the event, 
such as putting together the agenda and conducting the process for collecting public 
inputs on the topics under discussion; the Logistics and Organizational Committee was 
in charge of the operational aspects of the conference; and, finally, the Council of 
Governmental Advisors was in charge of collecting inputs from governments willing to 
participate.  
Before the event, more than 187 written contributions from governmental and 
non-governmental entities, businesses, researchers, and individuals were submitted 
through an online platform to inform discussions on the proposed agenda. The 
Executive Committee compiled all those contributions and put together a draft 
statement to be issued in the end of the meeting, which was later opened to a public 
comments phase. The document received more than 1.300 comments. During the event, 
around 1.000 people from more than 90 countries took part in the meeting. Remote hubs 
                                                 
18
More information available at: <http://1net.org/> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
19
More information available at: <http://netmundial.br> (accessed January 20, 2015). A full account of 
the conference is provided by Maciel; Zingales; Fink (2015). 
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allowed the online participation of people from all over the planet without the need to 
be present in São Paulo. Governments, business representatives, civil society activists, 
researchers, individuals, etc., all shared the same speakers' list on equal footing, with no 
precedence or privilege whatsoever, which resulted in a very rich and diverse set of 
opinions, agreements and controversies on the myriad of technical and political, 
economic, cultural and societal aspects that are involved in Internet discussions.  Based 
on the comments submitted online, as well as the debates that occurred in the plenary of 
the event, the Executive Committee elaborated a second version of the statement, 
documenting the aspects around which rough consensus was reached by the 
participants. 
The "NETmundial Multi-Stakeholder Statement" was presented in the end of the 
meeting.
20
 Among an extensive list of things, it details the overall consensus on: (a) the 
promotion and protection of human rights and associated values as a fundamental 
principle; (b) the need to properly balance between rights and duties of intermediaries 
consistently with economic growth, innovation, creativity and free flow of information; 
(c) the relevance of multistakeholderism as the basis for sound Internet governance; (d) 
the importance of the distributed nature of the Internet governance ecosystem as the 
foundation of a single, diverse unified global network; (e) the need for the globalization 
of ICANN and the timely release of the IANA functions from the supervision of the US 
government, which, by its turn, should be carried on in full transparency and in order to 
satisfy not only US national interests, but the global community; and (f) the relevance of 
the UN Internet Governance Forum for discussions and deliberations on Internet 
governance by the international community. The drafting team opted for not putting 
together strong messages in favor of network neutrality and against mass surveillance 
online, for both topics involve a great deal of economic and political controversy. The 
document however makes reference to "free flow of data packets/information, end-to-
end" and to "the right to privacy includes the not being subject to arbitrary or unlawful 
surveillance, collection, treatment and use of personal data." 
                                                 
20
The document is available at: <http://netmundial.br/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/NETmundial-
Multistakeholder-Document.pdf> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
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An overarching document such as the NETmundial Statement can hardly ever 
contemplate all interests and bear gather full consensus among such a diverse group of 
participants. A small number of stakeholders criticize the document based on their 
individual self-interest: some activist groups criticize it for not having sent a strong 
message against the NSA scandal; others wanted it to have a more clear stand on 
Internet access as a fundamental human right; some governments, specially autarchic 
ones, criticize it because it does not give the UN a central role in the governance 
ecosystem.  
Nonetheless, the majority of the stakeholders in the event and afterwards praise 
the document as a watershed for Internet governance: it conveys the prospect of a more 
democratic, more pluralistic and less US-centric governance regime. The basis for that 
assertion lies in the announcement made by the US government ten days before the 
meeting in São Paulo of its unequivocal intention to release its prominent role over the 
root of the Internet in favor of the "global multi-stakeholder Internet community" (USA, 
2014). For that, the NTIA/DoC commissioned ICANN to set up a transition process 
through which the different communities involved with numbers, names, and protocols - 
as well as any other interested stakeholder - will craft a proposition to be presented to 
the US government with an alternative to the current unilateral supervision system - 
something that was promised to progressively fade away from its inception in favor of 
the global community.
21
 This solution is expected to be placed by September 2015 - 
when the current edition of the ICANN-DoC contract expires. 
 
Conclusion 
The US delayed the IANA transition for 15 years. The American position 
sustains that any change in the current governance ecosystem could endanger the correct 
functioning of the network. They also claim that political struggles surrounding the 
control of the root could even lead to the fragmentation of the Internet as we know it 
(KLEINWÄCHTER, 2015). NETmundial inaugurated a new era in Internet governance 
                                                 
21
More information available at: <https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/transition-2014-03-23-en> 
(accessed January 20, 2015). 
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for it reopened the stalled World Summit on the Information Society discussion on the 
symbolic meaning of US stewardship in the most relevant portion of the larger 
ecosystem (CHAKRAVARTY, 2007). In practical terms, the US role has been of 
attesting the correctness of the processes performed by the entities commissioned to 
operate the root through contracts with DoC and then authorize the distribution of the 
root-zone file that feeds the whole DNS system. As the Internet - once a project owned 
by some agencies of the US government - matured and spread all over the world, the 
American unilateral action lost any plausible justification. 
The American shift may be interpreted in two ways. The first one - a more 
optimistic account - sees it as a direct result of the pressure that ensued from the 
Snowden revelations onwards. The second one is more pragmatic. As NETmundial 
would inevitably happen, the US government prior announced its intention to release its 
formal control over the root as means to set the event’s agenda. Had the meeting been 
focused on the root management transition plan, cyber espionage and other security 
topics would probably be considered secondary topics. Both interpretations are 
plausible – cybersecurity was indeed regarded as secondary despite being a fundamental 
cause of change – and only future research will be able to determine precisely the 
rationales for the decision.  
An important caveat might be raised at this point. The US imposed conditions 
for their acceptance of the transition solution to be presented in 2015. The solution, for 
instance, cannot replace the US supervision by an intergovernmental agency.
22
 Also, the 
risk of vertical unilateralist action by the American government in 2015 is still hovering 
over the field, for the decision is not entirely on the hands of the Executive branch. The 
Congress might block the Executive's handing over its stewardship position vis-a-vis the 
IANA functions. Some Bills on the subject have already been presented, determining 
that the government presents an assessment of the potential economic and strategic 
losses involved in any plan submitted by the ICANN community (Kruger, 2014). 
                                                 
22
More information available at: <https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/iana-transition-scoping-
08apr14-en.pdf> (accessed January 20, 2015). 
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It seems that no matter the final immediate results of IANA transition, the 
creation of a new track within the Internet governance ecosystem is a direct 
consequence of Brazil's recognition that the democratization of Internet governance is a 
necessary condition for the democratization of global governance as a whole. Brazil is 
bound in its foreign affairs by a commitment to the construction of a more democratic, 
inclusive and socially just order that contributes to human development in all of its 
aspects. It is not a sufficient condition though. The larger part of the true transformation 
of the playing field (either in relation to Internet governance or in relation to the 
governance of other transnational topics) demands investment in infrastructure, research 
and development, capacity building and other measures that can bridge the digital gap 
between the developed and the developing Worlds. 
The NETmundial legacy can go a lot further than the mere democratization of 
the technical governance of the network. If the São Paulo declaration stands, it might 
provide a solid new foundation for the long-term institutional development of Internet 
governance. It enshrined a list of principles that shall guide Internet-related public 
policies in the national, the regional, and the global levels. Among them, the notion that 
such policies shall be developed with the participation of multiple stakeholders is 
closely related to discussions about the nature of political participation and democracy – 
domestically and internationally – in the 21st century.  
In a context in which the Internet affects all sectors of life in society and is 
deeply affected by them in a circular relation (ABBATE, 2000), one can expect that 
multi-stakeholder processes become recognized as the cornerstone of an interconnected 
World. It seems that from 2014 onwards, Brazil has convened a lot of political capital 
and allies to uphold those values in the future of international relations. More than ever, 
the IR epistemic community faces the intellectual challenge of providing analytical and 
empirical guidance on how the notion "multistakeholder governance" impacts theory 
and practice in the field. 
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RESUMO 
 
Apesar do papel central da Internet para a compreensão atual do ciberespaço, as agendas 
de governança da Internet e de cibersegurança apenas convergiram a partir das revelações 
de Edward Snowden sobre os programas de espionagem digital dos Estados Unidos. O 
Caso Snowden aumentou a entropia do complexo ecossistema da Internet, e reacendeu 
tensões a respeito da proeminência americana na administração dos recursos críticos da 
Rede. Nesse contexto, muitos países demonstraram preocupações sobre o futuro da 
governança da Internet, e o Brasil ganhou destaque no debate. Este artigo (a) resume as 
preocupações oriundas do Caso Snowden e seus impactos gerais sobre o ecossistema de 
governança da Internet; (b) analisa as medidas políticas tomadas pelo Brasil no campo em 
questão, antes e depois dos vazamentos de Snowden; e (c) detalha como o Brasil utilizou 
o Caso para promover sua agenda política para governança da Rede internacionalmente, 
fomentando a adoção de um complexo de governança mais pluralístico e democrático. Ao 
fim, o texto reflete sobre as possibilidades de mudança no ecossistema de governança 
global da Internet após o anúncio da intenção estadunidense de renunciar seus privilégios 
na supervisão do funcionamento de recursos críticos da Rede. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Despite of the central role the Internet plays in cyberspace-related matters, it was only 
when Edward Snowden brought light to American-led digital espionage programs that 
Internet governance and cybersecurity agendas definitely converged. The Snowden 
Affairs increased the entropy within the broader Internet ecosystem and reignited political 
tensions that revolve around the US prominence within the narrower arena of critical 
Internet resources management. In this context, many countries have shown great concern 
regarding the governance of the Internet, and Brazil has gained a prominent role in the 
debate. This paper (a) summarizes the concerns arisen from Snowden's leaks and their 
general impacts over the Internet governance ecosystem; (b) tracks the policy actions 
undertaken by Brazil in the issue-area of Internet governance both before and after 
Snowden; and (c) details how Brazil seized the Snowden Affair as an opportunity to 
promote its broader political agenda internationally, fostering a more democratic and 
pluralistic Internet governance worldwide. In the end, the paper reflects upon the 
prospects for change in global Internet governance after the US government announced 
its intention to relinquish its privileged position vis-a-vis critical Internet resources. 
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